
APPROACH 
Determine analog material 
Verify crystallographic orientation of DoS 60000 
Determine the optimum scribe depth and cleaving 
techniques 
Investigate mounting and handling methods 
Eliminate materials contacting the SW surface 
Minimize contamination 
Research particle removal 
Derive plan for cutting two lines resulting in three 
subsamples 
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Plan for Subdividing Genesis Mission  
Diamond-on-Silicon 60000 Solar Wind Collector 

The 2004 off nominal landing of Genesis spacecraft resulted in fracturing 
of the one-of-kind DOS 60000, highly prized for concentration of Solar 
Wind atoms. Planned subdivision for allocation, using laser scribing, 
required development of methodologies on analog collector materials. 

Front side of Target on the right and back side on 
left. We laser scribed from the back. 

RESULTS 
Non-flight FZ-Si (vs. Cz-Si) wafers were optimal crystallographic  analogs with well 
defined euhedral crystals defining orientation, comparable to DoS 60000 and 
confirmed by FFT 
Facedown, flat mounting using tape and Si bracing pieces provided stability and 
protection during transport and processing 
SCSCS is the multi-step process of laser Scribing-Cleaning-Scribing-Cleaning-Scribing 
that results in wide & deep channel ready for subdividing / cleaving 
The two cleaving methods were successful: The Cleavinator used on solar-wind side 
and for the sandwich cleave technique was used for the 2nd subdivision 

Backside FZ-Si texture 
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Left: Multi-scribe channel (plan view) following initial 
scribing pass, but before cleaning.  Right: End on view 
of multi-scribe channel (a) before and (b) after cleaning.  
Channel width is ~140 µm. 
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Left: Si “fluff” in multi-scribe channel (a) before and (b) 
after cleaning.  Right: Close up SEM photo-micrograph 
of Si-Fluff particle. 
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Left: DoS 60000 backside image with location of the two scribing 
lines projected on to the surface.  Right: The actual flight specimen 
post scribing / cleaving. 
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